
Zing

 



Zing is a unique chair. It looks minimal, and it has the correct 
components in the proper position to comfort the user. 
The chair’s structure is made of round metal tubes, and the 
seamless joinery of cushioned Seat and Back to the chair’s body 
is one of its exciting features. Zing is an appropriate chair for 
exclusive dining areas and private lunchrooms. To match with 
the chair, we also have a Zing table. The centre framework 
makes it possible to have the tabletop in any shape, dimension 
and material. 





Zing revolving chairs are very compact and comfortable. These 
chairs work best for home offices and as visitor chairs for 
agencies, travel companies, jewellery stores, or other counters. 
Bar stools with footrests are also available without revolving 
bases. We can also pair these stools with high drafting tables.



Following the same method, we also have Zing tandem 
seatings. The same tubular pipe is used to make the base. 
Zing’s perfectly curved supporting back makes this chair apt 
for public waiting areas.

The Peak series includes a folding table, and it works perfectly 
for multipurpose spaces. It is available with castors for easy 
movement, and this table can be paired with any revolving 
chair.
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